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membrane-based humidifier that uses cooling water of a fuel
ell system to humidify the inlet air is modeled and analyzed in
his paper. This four-state lumped model is simple and yet cap-
ures the humidification behavior accurately. A peculiar charac-
eristic of this system is the fact that it exhibits nonminimum-phase
NMP) behavior. The reason the NMP behavior exists and the
ffect of system parameters on the location of the NMP zero are
nalyzed. A proportional control algorithm is proposed to reject
he effect of system disturbances, and a feed-forward algorithm is
eveloped to ensure proper humidifier operation under air flow
ate changes. Because the NMP zero exists in the disturbance-to-
utput loop, the proposed algorithm was found to successfully
liminate the undershoot phenomena associated with the NMP
ero. However, the disturbance-to-output loop is coupled with
nput-to-output loop, and the NMP zero could affect the feedback
ontrol design. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2936381�

Introduction
Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells �PEMFCs� have

rawn much attention from industries and academia in recent
ears because they have high potential as a critical enabling tech-
ology for the inevitable migration toward a renewable energy
ociety �1�. To operate efficiently and reliably, fuel cell mem-
ranes need to be properly hydrated. Water management has been
ecognized as a critical issue for PEMFCs’ performance. In addi-
ion, PEMFCs for automotive applications operate in a dynamic
nvironment, where the power required from the fuel cells is con-
tantly changing because of the traffic conditions, vehicle auxil-
ary load, and drivers’ decisions and activities. It is thus important
o study stack humidity control during transient. The development
f a dynamic fuel cell and humidifier model is an essential first
tep toward providing such solutions.

A thermodynamic model for a membrane humidifier using fuel
ell cathode exhaust air as the vapor source was developed in Ref.
2�. This model captures the dynamics of gas flow, temperature,
ressure, and relative humidity �RH�. Humidifiers using cathode
xhaust as the vapor source may have issues for packaging and
hus are not as practical as those using cooling water. In this paper,
he model developed in Ref. �2� is extended to describe a humidi-
er where water is used as the heat and vapor source to humidify

he dry inlet gas. It is demonstrated that this humidifier exhibits
onminimum-phase �NMP� behavior, which results in undershoot
n membrane vapor transfer rate under step changes in the inlet air
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flow. The effect of the humidifier parameters on the NMP zero
location is analyzed. Subsequently, feedback and feed-forward
control algorithms are developed to reject the effect of distur-
bances arising from the change of the inlet air flow rate, tempera-
ture, and RH.

2 Humidification System Modeling

2.1 Humidifier. A thermodynamic model for a humidifier us-
ing the fuel cell exhaust gas to humidify the dry inlet gas was
developed in Ref. �2�. In this paper, stack cooling water replaces
the exhaust gas as the source to warm and humidify the dry inlet
gas, which reduces the humidifier size and leads to a more com-
pact design. The schematic diagram of a humidifier unit is shown
in Fig. 1, where warm water diffuses from one side of the mem-
brane to the other, with the gas and water flow in parallel to the
membrane surface. The vapor transfer through the membrane is
predominately determined by the water and gas flow rates �con-
vective driving force�, membrane pressure differential �diffusive
driving force�, membrane thickness, and fluid temperatures. There
are three channels in each humidifier unit: a Channel A, which is
the humidification channel, a Channel B, which is the heat transfer
channel, and a Channel C, which is the water channel where the
fuel cell cooling water passes through. The dry inlet gas can be
directed to go through either Channel A or Channel B. When the
inlet gas passes through Channel A, both heat and water vapor
exchange with Channel C may occur. When the gas passes
through Channel B, only heat exchange could happen. Depending
on the position of the sliding plate, the gas will be directed to go
through either Channel A to be humidified or Channel B to be
heated only.

Based on the capacity of a fuel cell stack, the size and number
of humidifier units can be determined. Assuming it is decided to
have N humidifier units, the number of units designated as Type A
can be any number between 0 and N, depending on the desired
RH of the exiting gas and stack current. For example, if the de-
sired RH is 100%, all the gas can be directed through A channels.
Similarly, if the desired RH is 0%, all the A channels will be
closed. It should be noted that the authority of the humidifier in
reducing humidity is limited. When the inlet air RH is positive, we
will not get 0% RH at the outlet even if no Channel A is used.

2.2 Control Volume Definition. Two control volumes are de-
fined, as shown in Fig. 2. Control Volume 1 includes either Chan-
nel A or Channel B. Control Volume 2 includes Channel C. For
Control Volume 1, the dry gas inlet mass rate, pressure, tempera-
ture, and RH are denoted as r1,in, P1,in, T1,in, and �1,in, respec-
tively. Those quantities for the outlet are denoted as r1,out, P1,out,
T1,out, and �1,out. If Control Volume 1 is Type A, both vapor
transfer rv,tr and heat transfer Qrcv occur. If Control Volume 1 is
Type B, only heat transfer occurs. For Control Volume 2, the
water inlet mass flow rate, pressure, and temperature are denoted
as rw,in, Pw,in, and Tw,in, respectively. Moreover, those quantities
for the outlet are denoted as rw,out, Pw,out, and Tw,out. The model
assumptions are the same as those in Ref. �2�.

2.3 Humidifier Modeling. The equations to describe the hu-
midifier are similar to those in Ref. �2�, and are summarized be-
low. Applying the first law of thermodynamics to Control Volume
1, the energy equation is

dmg,1

dt
ug,1 +

dmv,1

dt
uv,1 + mg,1urg,1 + mv,1urv,1 = Qrcv + rg,inhg,in

+ rv,inhv,in +
n

N
rv,trhmem − rg,outhg,out − rv,outhv,out �1�

where duk1,1 /dt=Cvk1
dT1,out /dt, urk1,1=Cvk1

dT1,out /dt, dhk1,k2 /dt

=Cpk1
Ṫ1,k2, dhv,tr /dt=Cpv

Ṫmem, and Tmem=Tw,in+Tw,out /2. The

subscript k1 is either g �gas� or v �vapor� in Control Volume 1,
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nd k2 is either in �inlet� or out �outlet�.
Applying the first law of thermodynamics to Control Volume 2,

he energy equation is

mwCpw

dTw,out

dt
= − Qrcv + rw,inhw,in − rw,outhw,out −

n

N
rv,trhmem

�2�

here dhw,k2 /dt=Cpw
Ṫw,k2.

dmg,1 /dt and dmv,1 /dt are calculated from the mass continuity
quations:

dmg,1

dt
= rg,in − rg,out �3�

dmv,1

dt
= rv,in + rv,tr − rv,out �4�

r1,k2 = rg,k2 + rv,k2 �5�

�1,k2 =
Gv

Gg

Pv,k2

Pg,k2
�6�

Graphite
walls

Fuel cell
cooling water

Dry gas

Graphite wall

Membrane

Water
molecule

Control
volume 1 Control

volume 2

Sliding plate

B A C

Graphite
walls

Fuel cell
cooling water

Dry gas

Graphite wall

Membrane

Water
molecule

Control
volume 1 Control

volume 2

Sliding plate

B A C

Fig. 1 One humidifier unit
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Fig. 2 Control volumes
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rg,k2 =
1

1 + �1,k2
r1,k2 �7�

In addition, the outlet mass rate r1,out can be calculated from the
nozzle equation:

r1,out = Cr
�P1,out − Pfc,in �8�

where pfc,in is the fuel cell inlet pressure. Cr is the nozzle constant,
which is typically obtained empirically. The water mass rate rw is
calculated from

rw = rw,in − rv,tr − rw,out �9�

The vapor transfer rate rv,tr between the two control volumes is
calculated from �3,4�

rv,tr = Dw

Cw − C1

tm
GvA, Dw = D�e�2416��1/303�−�1/Tmem��� �10�

where Cw and C1 are the water concentrations of the membrane on
the water side and the air side, respectively, which are defined
later in Eq. �12�. The coefficient D� is determined empirically and
has a piecewise-linear form �3–5�

D� = �
10−6, �mem � 2

10−6�1 + 2��mem − 2�� , 2 � �mem � 3

10−6�3 − 1.167��mem − 3�� , 3 � �mem � 4.5

1.25 � 10−6, �mem � 4.5
� �11�

The water concentrations of the membrane on the water side
and the gas side are

Cw =
�m,dry

Gm,dry
�w C1 =

�m,dry

Gm,dry
�1 �12�

where the water content variables can be calculated from �3–5�

�1 = �0.043 + 17.81�1 − 39.85�1
2 + 36.0�1

3�

�w = 14

�mem = �0.043 + 17.81
�1 + 1

2
− 39.85��1 + 1

2
	2

+ 36.0��1 + 1

2
	3	 �13�

The RH �1=�1,out= Pv,1 / Psat,1, Psat,1 is the saturation pressure
of Control Volume 1, which is determined by �3–5�

trvr ,

..vcQr

Control volume 2

inwinwinw TPr ,,,

inwinwinw TPr ,,,

trvr ,

..vcQr

Control volume 2Control volume 2

inwinwinw TPr ,,,

inwinwinw TPr ,,,
ranerane
of one humidifier unit
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log10�Psat,1� = − 1.69 � 10−10T1
4 + 3.85 � 10−7T1

3 − 3.39 � 10−4T1
2

+ 0.143T1 − 20.92 �14�

The vapor partial pressure of Control Volume 1, Pv,1, is com-
uted from the ideal gas law.

Pv,1Vc1 = RvT1,outmv,1 �15�

Pg,1Vc1 = RgT1,outmg,1 �16�

P1,k2 = Pv,k2 + Pg,k2 �17�

here Pg,1= Pg,out, Pv,1= Pv,out. The heat transfer rate between the
wo control volumes can be calculated from �6�

Qrcv = UA	T2/1 �18�

here U is the overall heat transfer coefficient defined as

U =
1

�1/h̄1 + 1/h̄2�
, h̄1 = NuD

kg

Dh
, h̄2 = NuD

kw

Dh
�19�

T2/1 is the temperature difference between the water and the gas.
or the counterflow arrangement,

	T2/1 =
�Tw,in − T1,out� − �Tw,out − T1,in�

ln��Tw,in − T1,out�/�Tw,out − T1,in��
�20�

Based on the above equations, a four-state model is obtained
hat is summarized below.

The states are

x = �mg,1 mv,1 T1,out Tw,out�T

Table 1 Humidifier parameters

embrane cross section area 280 cm2

embrane thickness 0.0025 cm
embrane dry density 0.001 kg /cm3

embrane dry equivalent weight 1.0 kg /mol
umber of humidifier unit 381
hannel hydraulic diameter 0.001 m
ir channel orifice restriction coefficient 0.0000022
umidifier air Channel A volume 0.0145 m3

umidifier air Channel B volume 0.0145 m3

umidifier water Channel C volume 0.0145 m3

ig. 3 System responses under a step increase of the inlet air
ow rate „Inlet air temperature, 303°K; inlet air RH, 0; inlet wa-
er temperature, 353°K…
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Possible measurements include

y = �Qrcv rv,tr r1,out P1,out �1,out rw,out�T

The performance is

z = �rv,tr� = f�mg,1 mv,1 T1,out Tw,out�
The control input is

u =
1

N
�n�

The disturbances are

w = �r1,in T1,in P1,in �1,in Pw,in Pw,out Tw,in�T

3 Simulation Results, Discussion, and Experimental
Validation

3.1 Dynamic Simulations. The model presented in the previ-
ous section is implemented in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.
We only study cathode humidification, i.e., the dry gas to be hu-
midified is air. The system parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Among the disturbances to the humidifier system, the most im-
portant ones are the inlet air flow rate, temperature, and RH. The
open-loop behaviors of the humidifier under the three disturbances
are presented below. Figure 3 shows that when there is a step
increase in the inlet air flow rate, the membrane vapor transfer rate
increases, while outlet RH decreases at steady state. The total
vapor rate is defined as the sum of the membrane vapor transfer
rate and inlet vapor rate, which represents total amount of vapor
contained in the outlet of the humidifier. An important observation
is that all the three response signals exhibit a NMP behavior as
marked by circles in the figure. The NMP behavior has important
implications on the overall control system design—we will come
back to visit this important phenomenon later.

Figure 4 shows that when there is a step decrease in the inlet air
temperature, the membrane vapor transfer rate decreases and the
outlet RH increases slightly at steady state. More importantly, all
the three response signals overshoot, which is quite unusual in
thermodynamic systems because they are overdamped in nature.

Figure 5 shows that when there is a step increase in the inlet air
RH, the membrane vapor transfer rate decreases. This is due to the
fact that the membrane vapor transfer rate, as described in Eq.
�10�, is a function of the RH difference across the membrane.

Fig. 4 System responses under a step decrease of the inlet air
temperature „inlet air flow rate, 0.02785 kg/s; inlet air RH, 0;
inlet water temperature, 353°K…
When the inlet air RH increases, the RH gradient across the mem-
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rane decreases; therefore, the membrane vapor transfer rate de-
reases. However, there is a little change of the total vapor rate
ecause the inlet air RH increase compensates the membrane va-
or transfer rate decrease. For the same reason, there is a little
hange of the outlet RH before and after the step disturbance.

In Figs. 3 and 4, there are no other sources of vapor going into
he system; the total vapor rate goes into the system equals to the

embrane vapor transfer rate. However, in Fig. 5, due to the inlet
H increases, the inlet vapor rate increases. The total vapor rate
oes into the system equals the sum of the inlet vapor rate and the
embrane vapor transfer rate.

3.2 Nonminimum-Phase Zero Analysis. Figure 3 shows that
hen the inlet air flow rate jumps the membrane vapor transfer

ate, instead of immediately going toward its final steady-state
alue, initially goes in a direction opposite to its steady-state di-
ection, thus exhibits an inverse response. This indicates that the
ystem is a NMP system. The inlet air flow rate is determined by
he fuel cell current, which could change suddenly during tran-
ient loads. In order to achieve the desired membrane vapor trans-
er rate, a control strategy manipulating the number of Type A
umidifier units needs to be developed. However, the system ex-
ibits NMP behavior, which could impose limit on closed-loop
erformance. NMP behaviors of certain type of dynamic systems
an be affected by changing sensor and actuator locations �7,8�.
he NMP behavior of the humidifier system, however, is intrinsic

o the system behavior and is caused by the interaction between
wo independent factors. These two factors are the vapor mass
tored in Control Volume 1, mv,1 and the temperature of Control
olume 1, T1,out. The membrane vapor transfer rate is a function
f air outlet RH �1, which can be described as

�1 =
P1,out

Psat
�21�

ubstitute Psat= f�T1,out� and P1,out=mv,1RvT1,out /Vvolume, Eq. �21�
ecomes

�1 =
mv,1RvT1,out

f�T1,out�Vvolume
�22�

efine C�=Rv /VVolume and gT=T1,out / f�T1,out�, Eq. �22� becomes

�1 = C�mv,1gT �23�

ig. 5 System responses under a step increase of the inlet air
H „inlet air flow rate, 0.02785 kg/s; inlet air temperature,
03°K; inlet water temperature, 353°K…
he changing rate of the RH is then

44501-4 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
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�̇1 = C��ṁv,1gT + mv,1gṪ� �24�

Equation �24� shows that �̇1 is a function of ṁv,1, gT, mv,1 and

gṪ. The responses of these four variables under an inlet air flow
rate step increase are plotted in Fig. 6, where ṁv,1gT is noted as

“Element 1” and mv,1gṪ is noted as “Element 2” �of Eq. �24��.
Figure 6 shows that Element 1 reaches its peak later than Element
2 does.

The responses of RH and RH rate under a step increase in the

inlet air flow are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that �̇1 is positive
before t=3.1 s and negative afterwards. This causes �1, the outlet
air RH, to increase initially and then decrease. Our calculation

shows that the area under the negative �̇1 �from t=3.1 s to infin-

ity� is larger than that under the positive �̇1. Therefore, the
steady-state value of �1 is lower than the initial value, thus ex-
hibiting a NMP behavior, as shown in Plot 4 of Fig. 7.

We have explained the NMP behavior of �1 and will establish
the connection between this fact and the NMP response of rv,tr
next. The membrane vapor transfer rate rv,tr is a function of �1, as
explained in Eqs. �10�–�14�. Since the water temperature changes
slowly compared to other dynamic variables of the humidifier,
Tw,out is assumed to be constant. In addition, since the membrane
is submerged in water, Tmem=Tw,in+Tw,out /2. Therefore, the mem-
brane coefficient of diffusion Dw is assumed to be a constant,
denoted as Dc. Because water flows through Control Volume 2,
the water content on the water channel side �2 is assumed to be 14
�4�. Substituting �2, Dc, and Eq. �12�, Eq. �10� becomes

rv,tr =
DcGvA�m,dry

tmGm,dry
�14 − �1� �25�

where DcGvA�m,dry / tmGm,dry is constant and rv,tr depends on −�1
linearly. The nonlinear relationship between �1 and the RH �1 is
shown in Fig. 8. Since �1 is a monotonic function of RH, if RH
has a NMP response, �1 will also have a NMP response. There-
fore, rv,tr, which depends linearly on �1, exhibits a NMP response.

The root locus plot of the linearized system shown in Fig. 9
confirms this finding. The system is linearized at state x0
= �0.0137 0.0007 352 353�T, which corresponds to the operating
point of 60 A for the fuel cell stack modeled in Ref. �5�. Figure 9
shows that there is a slow dynamic mode corresponding to the
slow pole-zero pair. This slow dynamic mode arises from the wa-
ter temperature dynamics. Assuming that the water temperature is
constant, the state Tw,out can be eliminated. The system order is
then reduced from 4 to 3, which simplifies the subsequent analy-
sis. The transfer function from inlet air flow rate to membrane
vapor transfer rate has the following form:

H�s� =
k�s + z1��s − z2�

�s + p1��s + p2��s + p3�
�26�

where pi and zi are all positive.
Next, we will show that the selection of system parameters,

such as the membrane thickness and channel cross-section dimen-
sion, could affect the NMP zero location. Assuming that all other
system parameters are constant, the effect of membrane thickness
on the NMP zero location is studied. The result is summarized in
Table 2. It can be seen that the membrane thickness hardly affects
the NMP zero locations.

Assuming that all other system parameters are constant, the
effect of channel cross section dimension on the NMP zero loca-
tion is investigated. The result is summarized in Table 3, which
shows that smaller hydraulic diameters generate larger NMP zero
values.

3.3 Experimental Validation. Since the NMP behavior is
rare in mechanical systems, an experimental study is conducted to

verify its existence. Figure 10 shows the schematic diagram of the
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est setup, where a commercial humidifier �Perma Pure2 humidi-
er Model No. PH-60T-24SS� is used. This humidifier has 60
afion membrane tubes installed in a stainless steel shell. The gas

air� flows inside the membrane tubes, while the water flows be-
ween the membrane tubes and the stainless steel shell. The fil-
ered compressed dry air is regulated by a flow controller and can
e heated by an inline heater to desired temperature. The distilled
ater from the water tank was fed to the humidifier in a counter-
ow direction relative to the air flow. A heating pad wrapped
round the outside of the stainless steel wall was used to control
he water temperature. The water channel pressure was adjusted
imply by changing the height of the water tank, H, as shown in
ig. 10.
A computer and a data acquisition system were used to control

he air flow rate and to record the sensors’ readings. Since the
embrane vapor transfer rate cannot be measured directly, the

utlet air RH is recorded and used to calculate the membrane
apor transfer rate. Figure 11 shows experimental and simulation
esults of the outlet air RH under step changes of air flow rate
rom 50 slm to 10 slm and back to 50 slm. The model prediction
atches the test result characters, such as the NMP behavior and
he step changes. However, the simulation indicates stronger NMP
ehavior than the test data does. This might be caused by the slow
H sensor dynamics. The RH sensor is a VAISALA Humidity and
emperature Module 238 with a 15 s response time at 90% RH.
sing 1 /6s+1 to represent the RH sensor dynamics, the modified

imulation result, showed as Mode+RH in Fig. 11, agrees with the
est data very well. Figure 11 confirms that humidifier outlet RH
oes exhibit NMP behavior. Since the membrane vapor transfer
ate depends on −�1 linearly, as shown in Eq. �25�, and �1 is a
onotonic function of RH, as shown in Fig. 8, the membrane

apor transfer rate also has NMP behavior.
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4 Control Strategies
From the previous sections, it has been confirmed that the

membrane humidifier exhibits a NMP behavior. The NMP zero is
not desirable if it exists in the input-to-output loop. This is due to
the fact that the NMP zero imposes fundamental limits on the
achievable feedback control performance, sensitivity, and robust-
ness properties of a linear time invariant feedback system �9–11�.
Typically, to affect system zeros, feedback compensator is not
effective and a feed-forward part needs to be used �12–14�. For

Fig. 7 Air outlet RH and RH rate responses under an inlet air
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xample, reference preview control is proposed in Ref. �9� to
chieve accurate tracking without large transient errors or under-
hoots.

However, in the membrane humidifier system, the air flow rate
s treated as a disturbance instead of an input to the system. Figure
2 shows the system control block diagram. The NMP zero exists
n the disturbance-to-output loop instead of the input-to-output
oop. Therefore, feedback control along can attenuate the NMP
ehavior. A feed-forward map is used to achieve the steady-state
peration points. A feedback control is employed to reduce the
ndesired dynamic response. It should be pointed out that even
hough it is in the disturbance-to-output loop, the NMP zero could
ffect the feedback control design because the disturbance-to-
utput loop is coupled with the input-to-output loop. The opera-

Fig. 9 Root locus of the four state
the system disturbance
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Fig. 8 Lambd
ion between the two loops is multiplication instead of addition.
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Table 2 NMP zero value versus membrane thickness

Membrane thickness �cm� NMP zero

0.005 21.08
0.0125 20.71
0.0175 20.64
Table 3 NMP zero value versus hydraulic diameter

Hydraulic diameter �m� NMP zero

0.001 21.08
0.002 8.953
0.003 6.44
0.004 5.3
system with the inlet air flow rate as
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

tive humidity
Transactions of the ASME
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he feedback controller gain could cause instability of the
isturbance-to-output loop under closed-loop control. By trial and
rror, a proportional gain of 10,000 is selected. The control law is

n = 10000�Desired vapor rate

1.107 � 10−5 + Vapor rate error	 �27�

It is assumed that the total vapor rate in the humidifier outlet is
alculated by using measurements from a mass flow sensor, a
ressure transducer, a thermocouple, and a RH sensor, all placed
t the humidifier outlet. The performance signal to be regulated is
he total vapor rate of the outlet air. The target total vapor rate is
omputed from the fuel cell parameters and operation conditions
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Fig. 10 Humidifier test setup: T, t
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�see Fig. 13�. By providing this vapor rate to the fuel cell, the fuel
cell could maintain high RH without flooding the channel. Of
course, this desired vapor rate signal is computed purely based on
physics. Flooding/dehydration may still occur due to the nonuni-
form vapor distribution inside a stack because of improper stack
channel geometry and gas-diffusion-layer designs. Here, we as-
sume the fuel cell stack temperature is maintained at 80°C. If the
stack operates at other temperatures, new maps for the desired
total vapor rate need to be developed.

The closed-loop simulation results are shown in Figs. 14–16,
where the solid lines represent the open-loop system responses
and the dotted lines represent the closed-loop system responses. In
Fig. 14, we again simulate the condition where the inlet air flow
rate steps up suddenly, a necessary response to an increased fuel
cell load. By using the proposed control design, first, the output
total vapor rate reaches the desired steady-state value; second, the
NMP behavior of the total vapor rate has been attenuated. The
closed-loop results under another two common operation pertur-
bations are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. In both cases, the desired
total vapor rate is assumed to remain unchanged �the fuel cell
power remains constant�, while the inlet air temperature suddenly
changed �Fig. 15�, or its RH suddenly changed �Fig. 16�. The
proposed feed-forward plus P control achieves accurate regulation
in both cases.

It should be pointed out that the NMP zero in this study could
affect the feedback controller gain. More detailed analysis will be
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onducted to investigate how the NMP zero limits the feedback
ontrol gain. Moreover, the controller performance and robustness
ill also be explored under system uncertainties, such as model
arameter variations, model assumption accuracy, and unknown
isturbances.

Conclusions
A membrane-based humidifier that uses water to humidify the

ry gas is modeled and analyzed in this paper. The four-state
umped model describes the transient behavior of the humidifica-
ion phenomenon and predicts that the system exhibits a NMP
ehavior. This NMP behavior is intrinsic to the system and caused
y the lag of vapor mass rate in Control Volume 1. Even though it
xists in the disturbance-to-output loop, the NMP zero could af-
ect the feedback control gain due to the coupling effect between
he input-to-output loop and the disturbance-to-output loop. A
eedback controller is proposed to reject the system disturbance
nd a feed-forward map is used to compensate the air flow rate
ariation. The humidifier simulation results show that the above

ig. 14 System responses with and without control under an
nlet air flow rate step increase „the dashed line and the dotted
ine are on top of each other in the right two plots…

ig. 15 System responses with and without control under an

nlet temperature step decrease

44501-8 / Vol. 130, JULY 2008
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control algorithms work well under uncertainties, such as the inlet
air flow rate change and the inlet air temperature variation.
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Nomenclature
A 
 humidifier membrane area �cm2�
C 
 water concentration �mol /cm3�

Cp 
 specific heat of constant pressure �J kg−1 K−1�
Cr 
 orifice restriction constant
Cv 
 specific heat of constant volume �J kg−1 K−1�
Dh 
 channel hydraulic diameter �m�
Dw 
 membrane diffusion coefficient �cm2 /s�
Gg 
 gas molecular mass �kg/mol�

Gm,dry 
 membrane dry equivalent weight �kg/mol�
Gv 
 water vapor molecular mass �kg/mol�

h 
 enthalpy �J�
h̄ 
 heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�
k 
 membrane thermal conductivity �W/m K�

m 
 mass-system state �kg�
N 
 total numbers of humidifier units
n 
 No. of humidifier units with A opened

NuD 
 Nusselt number
P 
 pressure �Pa�

Qr 
 heat transfer rate �W�
r 
 mass rate �kg/s�
R 
 gas constant �J kg−1 K−1�
T 
 temperature �K�

tm 
 membrane thickness �cm�
u 
 internal energy �J� or system input

ur 
 rate of change of internal energy �W�
U 
 overall heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�
V 
 volume �m3�
x 
 system state vector
y 
 system measurements
� 
 relative humidity
� 
 water content
� 
 density �kg /cm3�

Fig. 16 System responses with and without control under an
inlet RH step increase
� 
 humidity ratio
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ubscripts
1 
 Control Volume 1 �gas channel�
g 
 dry gas

in 
 inlet
mem 
 membrane

out 
 outlet
sat 
 saturation

tr 
 transfer
v 
 vapor
w 
 water
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